Introduction
The strength of the interaction between a nuclear particle and mesons is determined usually from the potential function of the nuclear force. <t> In such a way one has to solve, f01 example, the deuteron problem. A more direct one may be to examine the magnettc moment of the nuclear particle.
As is well known, Yukawa's theory ofmeson,< 2 > as well as Fermi's theory of the nuclear j3•decay,(!l> gives an unsatisfactory quantitative result to the magnetic moment. It is generally believed that, if this divergence difficulty is disregarded the sqrplus · magnetic moment of the nuclear particle arises from its vtrtual dissociation emitting charged mesons. The former can accordingly, be represented by the degree 0f the latter.
In the present paper this dissociatio11 probability is estimated from a dilTcrence lletween absolute values of the surplus magnetic moment of the proton and the magnetic .moment ot the neutron. Its value is found to be 0.113 almost Hldependently of its explicit theoretical expression. This result suggests that the mteraction of mesons with a nuclear particle is co~para tively weak. 'fhe cut-off hypothesis gives the constant of the pseudovector interactimt--between a _nuclear particle and mt:sons~ a value f 2 jlic=8.9, which is irreconcilable with the experiment of the nuclear scattering of mesons<~> The follo..,vmg calculation is earned out according to the 1.-::seudoscalar theory of meson, the constant of the pseudoscalar ·mteraction being omitted. The abs,Jlute v.tlues of tlle sui>I'lus nu.gnctic moment of the proton and the Gentaro ARAK1 magnetic moment of the neutron are the same in the Schrodinger approximations.
One can find their difference only in the Pauli and higher approximation. In the present calculation all the terms in tbe Pauli approximation are completely taken into account.<&>
Hamiltonian of a nuclear partieic in a static magnetic field
The transition from a state A to a state F, which is different from A, of a quantum mechanical system, described by a Hamiltonian H, is determined by the following materix-elements :
where all the diagonal elements of unperturbed part of H are omitted from the summands, and the sum of such a kind that the donominatoF ·of its summand approaches to zero is excluded. E1 and EA are eigenvalues of a unperturbed Hamiltonian w:hich cati be taken arbitrarily if the degree of the approximation is left out of consideration.
The Hamiltonian of a system, which consists of a nuclear particle and charged mesons in a static magnetic field, is given by where H" and H"'' are energies of an isolated nuclear particle and isolated mesons respectively, /I" 8 and H""' are respectively interactions of a nuclear particle and mesons with a magnetic field, H'"'' is that between a nuclear particle and mesons, and 11""' 18 • is a mixed one between a nuclear particle, mesons and the field. 
where e is an elementary positive charge, /is a constant of the pseudovector interaction between a nuclear particle and rrfesons, I (or I') and II denote the states in which one and two mesons are present respectively. Let yen, represents an additional energy, which arises from the virtual dissociation, of a nuclear particle in a magnetic field.
Theoretical result
As .will be shown in the lateF section, if the terms, which vanish when they operate . upon a wave function of a rest nuclear particle, are omitted, the operators lj(kl (k=l, 2, 3, 4, 5) are, in the Pauli approximation, given as follows:
where A is a vector potential of the magnetic field, f1 and )1 are masses of a nuclear particle and a meson respectively, and o is the Dirac matrix (vector) of the nuclear particle, 't'~o 1'2, 1'3 are the charge operators of the nuclear particle. The neutron stat-e belongs to the eigenvalue + 1 of <"a, r denotes (t1 + i.-2)/2, .and "t is its adjoint. ' Z' t1' and 1'~ are· the projection operators to the proton and the neutron states respectively. W.v is the dissociation probability of the nuclear particle virtually emitting a charged meson, pjc and E are respectively the momentum. and the energy of the latter:. and the bar means the average regarding the dis8ociation states.
Using the relation 't"'t"f-'t"tr=r3 , we have, from (2. 1) and (I. 4), the magnetic energy operator as follows : The theoretical result (2. 3) agrees qualitatively with these G-Xperimental values, since ~~.. must be positive and small compared with unity. The adequacy of our approximation can be seen from the following c:onsidera tion, if ~ve assume the correctness of the general theory.
From (2. 1) one finds that U 1~l , l./' 4 > and lj<S> vanish in the Schrodin.ger approximation.
The difference between absolute values -of the surplus magnetic moment of the proton and the magnetic moment of the neutnm anses from U< 4 > and U<&>, which can differ from zero only in the Pauli and higher approximations. Here the Schriidinger approximation means the terms of degree zero of the power series in 1/ M and the Pauli approximation the zeroth and first degree terms. The smallness of this ratio suggests that the pmver series in 1/ A! converges rapidly so that the l)auli approximation is satisfactory. The value of the dissociation probability of the nuclear particle is obtained from (2. The ~mallness of this probability impJies that the interaction between a nuclear particle and mesons is weak so that uur perturbation method has a significance. We shall next consider the distribution, with respect to the momentum f/c of a virtual meson, of the dissociation probability. When the maximum point p.,. of this distribution is near pc, the equation (2. 2) gives the value 3,6 to the average of (pcjp) 2 • In case Pm~pc this value becomes 1.8, and in case p.,.> pc 2 the average value of Mc 2 / E is nearly equal to 12, by the same equation. The maximum of the distribution may therefore be at the point slightly less than pc 2 • vVe may estimate a decre~e, due to the above mentioned virtual dissociation, of a self-energy of a nuclear particle at about 0,1 pc, for it is given by lUJj,.
Cut-off hypothesis
We have compared the theory with the experiment disregarding the explicit expression of the dissociati:on probability in the preceding section. We shall now consider this explicit expression. In the present theory, this includes the divergent integrals. If we adopt the usual cut-off hypothesis, 
. (4. 4)
This value is never reconcilable with Wilson's · experiment of a nuclear scattering of mesons. l 7 > Of course the inadequacy of the cut-off hypothesis may be evident from '"the outset, and the discrepancy must closely be related to the general difficulty which prevent us from any consistent treatment of the quant~ mechanics of the field. Nevertheless a qualitative agreement of the theory with the experiment is seen in the previous section.
Consider a :Jlld mesons in potential AI..:~).
Interaction energy
quantum mechanical system consisting of a nuclear particle a static magnetic field described by a solenoidal vector The whole system is· assumed to be enclosed in a suffici- 
Calculation of magnetic energy operator
We shall now explain the method of the calculation of the matrixelements (1. 3). Let the momenta of the nuclear particle in the states A and F be denoted by Pr/c and p 1/ c respectively. We expand the expressions of (1. 3) in powers of p0• The terms of the 11-th power of Po (n=l 2, ... ) in this series correspond· to that of the n-th power of the component o{ \1 in the operator U. These terms can be omitted since they vanish when U operates upon a wave function of a rest nuclear particle. This omission is equivalent to put Po=O in the expressions of (1. 3) from the outset.
The summation over the intermediate states with respect to the spin and the charge can be carried out by the Perseval identity according to the well known method of Casimir. If the spin and the charge states in A and Fare left a.rbitrary, the matrix element" U~l (k=1, 2, 3, 4) are given by 
PtPo . s _r V ~ E(2Mc2E-,t.t2c•-2pp. +pi) E(2Mc2£-,u2c4). for the magnetic field is external and its vector potential satisfies the Laplace equation~ These terms can therefore be all omitted.
The matrix-elements (6. 4) are thus reduced to is the probability of the dissociation of a nuclear particle virtually emitting a charged meson. By the above mentioned method the latter is reduoed to where p/c and E are respectively the momentum and the energy of a virtual meson,. <>..1d the bar denotes an average over the dissociation states. In the Pauli approximation the expressions of (6. 13) are just the same with those of (2. 1 ).
